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In the frame of increasing flight safety, finite element models are developed to compute
the stresses in critical parts. The results obtained often complete the ones derived from full
scale experimental tests and analytical estimations. A finite element model is particularly
useful to simulate many different flight configurations that can not be tested experimentally.
This paper presents the different stages in the development of a finite element model of
a rotor flapping mass. On a helicopter the flapping mass makes the connection between
blades and rotor hub. This study particularly focuses on the estimation of the fatigue
limit of a composite component. This component, called roving winding, is particularly
critical as it sustains most of the loads applied on the flapping mass. Getting an accurate
representation of the stress distribution in the roving was the main objective. The results
derived from the model presented here were compared to experimental ones to ensure its
accuracy. The confidence in the model obtained makes possible its use to evaluate the
impact of some material change or geometry modifications. The model also permitted to
evaluate the impact of some productions defects on a composite part.

Nomenclature

A6 Fatigue limit at 106 cycles, MPa
A9 Fatigue limit at 109 cycles, MPa
σ11 Stress in fiber direction, MPa
τ12 Interlaminar shear stress, MPa
Kt Stress concentration factor, -
R02 Yield stress, MPa

Rm Ultimate tensile stress, MPa
r Ratio between dynamic and static stress, -
N Number of cycles to failure, -
µ Friction coefficient, -

I. Introduction

On a helicopter the flapping mass is a major sub-assembly which links the rotor hub with the blades. It is
then highly loaded with important variations during a regular flight. To predict stresses in rotor components,
Finite Elements Modelling is a powerful tool. Computational possibilities are regularly increased, models
can then be improved every year giving better accuracy in stress computation. This study focuses on the
STARFLEX rotor which has been developed in the 1970’s by Eurocopter. It is found on the helicopters
Ecureuil and Dauphin. Some components of the STARFLEX flapping mass are metallic parts other are
composite. So far a simple model of the flapping mass was developed in 2003 and the stresses in some
parts were computed from analytical formulas. One goal of this study was to develop a FEM model that
could later be used for substantiation. Having both metallic and composite parts represents a real challenge
in a FEM model, especially regarding the definition of the contacts. The model results were compared to
experimental ones to ensure its reliability. The impact of some manufacturing process defects was evaluated
as well as the sensitivity of the model to some parameters.

II. Theoretical background

In order to be compliant with EASA regulations, aircraft parts have to be substantiated in static and
fatigue. To do so Airbus Helicopters performs both experimental tests and numerical computations. For
static substantiation the method is quite straightforward. The stress under limit and ultimate loads are
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computed and compared with material strength to compute safety margins. The limit loads correspond
to the maximum loads in flight and then ultimate loads are 1.5 times the limit ones. For the fatigue
substantiation, details will be developed herein.

A. Fatigue behavior

To ensure safety of the helicopter a fatigue analysis has to be performed on critical assemblies like rotor’s
flapping mass. Two different types of fatigue are identified: low cycle fatigue and high cycle fatigue which
correspond to a number of cycles to failure respectively lower and higher than 105. High cycle fatigue
mostly concerns parts subjected to loads varying during one rotation of the rotor. They are applied at high
frequency so that their number of cycles can reach 108 or 109 during the aircraft entire life. These variable
loads usually come from vibrations. Low cycle fatigue corresponds to the start and stop phases, take off and
landing. The corresponding loads will vary from 0 to their maximum in flight like the centrifugal force for
example which is almost constant during a flight. There are few numbers of cycles per flight hour which
means less than 105 cycles for the aircraft whole life. As illustrated in the following figure, loading during
flight can then be decomposed in a dynamic stress added to a static one.

Figure 1 – Stress evolution during flight

During flight the different loads vary between a maximum and a minimum. To these extrema correspond
a maximum stress and a minimum one. They are transformed in static and dynamic stresses through the
following relations:

σstatic = σmax + σmin
2 (1)

σdynamic = σmax − σmin
2 (2)

The Wöhler curve gives useful information regarding part failure. It is mainly used for high cycle fatigue
(i.e. for a number of cycles to failure higher than 105). The S/N relationship, linking the load S with the
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number of cycles at failure N, for metallic and composite components are respectively :

S

S∞
= 1 + A

Nα
(3)

S = A

Nα
(4)

A and α are parameters which depends on the component and the material.2

For composite and metallic parts the fatigue limit is then defined differently. The main difference be-
tween metallic and composite behavior is that metallic materials show an asymptote in their S/N curve.
There is a level of load or stress below which the part is not sensitive to fatigue, it will be denoted S∞ and
called the fatigue limit for metallic parts. For composite materials, there is no asymptote however the slope
of the Wöhler curve is low for high number of cycles so A6 and A9 are defined. They correspond to the
stress/load corresponding to failure at 106 cycles and 109 cycles respectively. A9 is considered as the fatigue
limit for composites. In both cases the fatigue limit can be determined with tests or analytical computations.

Figure 2 – Wölher curve for composite material Figure 3 – Wölher curve for metallic material

B. Goodman relation

Helicopters parts are loaded with both static loads (like centrifugal force or lift) and dynamic loads (coming
from vibrations) as presented before. It is then important to quantify the effect of a static load on the fatigue
behavior of the different parts. Goodman diagram gives the mean fatigue limit of a material taking both
static and dynamic stresses into account. The idea is to get experimentally the dynamic stress σD, at a
constant number of cycles, for different static stress σS . As it could be expected, Goodman diagram shows
that, for a given number of cycles to failure, the dynamic load to apply to the part to failure decreases while
the static loading increases. Goodman diagram differs for metallic and composite materials. For metallic
case, usually to substantiate a part, the equivalent alternated stress at zero static, σaeq is compared to the
fatigue limit of the material obtained at zero static. According to3 this stress is computed as follows:

σaeq = σD
1 − ( σSR02

)δ (5)

With R02 yield stress and δ Haigh coefficient which depends on the material and can be found in tables.
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Figure 4 – Simplified Goodman diagram for metallic case for δ=1

For composites, Goodman diagram can be simplified as shown in figure 5. Similarly to the metallic case,
an equivalent alternated stress is computed and compared to the fatigue limit of the material. The ratio r0
is introduced, it corresponds to a ratio between dynamic and static stress equal to 0.9. Then the equivalent
alternated stress is computed for a ratio ri < r0 as follows:

σaeqi = σDi
1 + σDi

0.8Rm ( 1
r0

− 1
ri

)
(6)

And for rj > r0, it is simply:
σaeqj = σDj (7)

Figure 5 – Simplified Goodman diagram for composite material

C. Fatigue damage computation

To perform fatigue substantiation of a part, a theoretical variable di is defined and affected to a part to
characterize its damage under a fatigue loading. It varies from 0 (initial value when the part is new) to 1
which corresponds to part failure. The damage di caused by ni cycles at a fatigue loading Si is defined as
the ratio of ni over the theoretical number of cycles to failure Ni under Si. Damage is cumulative and can
only increase during the part life.

di = ni
Ni

(8)

During flight, helicopter parts are subjected to a complex sequence of loads. This varying load spectrum is
reduced to a series of simple cyclic loadings using Rainflow analysis.6 The flight is then divided in different
configurations. The total damage is computed with Miner’s rule as the sum of each elementary damage
corresponding to each configuration. The rule states that failure occurs when:

n∑
i=1

ni
Ni

≥ 1 (9)
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Using the S/N relations previously defined, it is possible to compute A6 and A9. For example for composite
one would get:

A6 = (
∑
i

niS
1
α
i )α (10)

D. Safe life limit

The service life limit of a component is computed considering a risk of failure of 10−9 per flight hour. For
a test at several load levels, several couples (Ni,Si) are obtained (number of cycle to failure, stress level),
a fatigue limit A6 is derived using Miner rule. For p tests performed, p A6 values are found. Then a
mean fatigue limit, A6,m, and the corresponding standard deviation can be computed. Assuming a normal
distribution of logA6,k, the following formulas can be applied:

logA6,m =

p∑
k=1

logA6,k

p
(11)

q =

√√√√√ p∑
k=1

(logA6,k − logA6,m)2

p− 1 (12)

Then a safe fatigue limit A6,s is defined as follows:

logA6,s = logA6,m − kq (13)

With q standard deviation and k the number of standard deviation at the risk chosen, it can be computed
with Hald formula or taken in statistic tables. For metallic material the method is analog with fatigue limit
S∞ instead of A6.

Figure 6 – Computation of the safe life limit

E. Analytical method: Stress concentration coefficient

Analytical or numerical computations are also performed for substantiation. They complete or substitute
experiments depending on the part studied. Stresses are computed using mechanical formulas or FEM
models and then compared to material properties. In any mechanical handbook,5 basic analytical stress
formulas can be found. These formulas are based on the assumption that parts have a constant section or a
section varying with gradual change of contour. However the stress distribution is highly affected by holes,
shoulders, threads for example. Then localized high stresses appear. This localization of high stress is known
as stress concentration and measured by stress concentration factor Kt. This factor can be defined as the
ratio of the peak stress over some reference stress.

Kt = σmax
σref

(14)

For some parts the stress concentration factor can be calculated using Peterson formulas.4 The idea is then to
compute the stresses using basic relation between stress and inertia and multiply with Kt so σ = Kt

Load
Inertia .
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III. Methods

A. Flapping mass presentation

In this paper the rotor STARFLEX is studied. Flapping mass makes the connection between blades and
hub. It transfers the rotation from the gear box and the variations in the flight controls to the blades. As
it can be seen on figure 7 the rotor of the Dauphin counts four flapping masses (the Ecureuil has three). A
flapping mass is composed of several parts assembled through bolts:

• Two sleeves

• A spherical bearing composed by two metallic parts joined by a structure alternating metallic and
elastomeric layers

• A damper composed by two elastomeric flanges stick on a cage containing a ball joint

Figure 7 – Main rotor head with four flapping masses

More precisely the sleeves consist in two roving windings surrounding compound, filling foam and bushes
(see figure 8). The roving is expected to be the component concentrating the stresses. It is made of
unidirectional glass fiber and epoxy resin. The sleeves are covered with a skin composed by woven carbon
plies oriented at ± 45deg from longitudinal axis.

Figure 8 – Sleeve components

B. Modelling strategy

The model was developed using Hypermesh and Samcef. Hypermesh was used for geometry and mesh. Most
of the parts were designed with CATIA and then imported in Hypermesh. The roving, some filling foam
components, the damper and the spherical bearing were built up with Hypermesh. The mesh was refined
differently depending on the part and the interest in studying the stresses in some particular regions. To
save computation time, foam parts were meshed roughly while the roving had a refined mesh. The skin was
modeled with 2D elements. The method for meshing laminate consists in defining the property of the woven
carbon plies, then creating plies and assembling them as laminate.
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Thanks to Samcef it is possible to define accurately the type of contact between components. For parts
glued the command .STI was used. It allows to define a set of slave nodes and a group of master facets.
Displacements are then continuous at these interfaces. Some parts can slide on each other. To model this
kind of contact the command .MCT was used. As with .STI command a set of slave nodes and a group of
master facets are defined, other parameters are added like the friction coefficient which can be a function of
time or the initial gap between the two parts.

Main components are assembled by bolts. A bolt is modelled by a volume meshed. The Samcef command
.BOLT allows introducing a pre-stress in a bolt. This commands cuts the bolt perpendicularly to its axis
and introduce a sensor node between the two parts of the bolt. The pre-stress is introduced by loading
this sensor node. The displacement of this node corresponds to the relative displacement of the two cut
faces. The pre-stress is imposed in a first load case and in the following load case the relative displacement
corresponding to the pre-stress is fixed.

Figure 9 – FEM model

C. Boundary conditions / Load cases

During flight, the flapping mass is loaded with :

• Centrifugal load coming from the blade

• Blade flapping moment

• Blade drag moment

• Pitch rod load

The flapping moment is a bending moment in the vertical plane applied at the blade pins which connect the
blade with the flapping mass. This moment is considered positive when the upper sleeve is in tension and
the lower one in compression. The drag or lead-lag moment is a bending moment in the horizontal plane
also applied on the blade pins. It is defined positive when leading edge is in compression and trailing edge in
tension. The pitch rod transfers the variations for blade pitch, this load corresponds to an axial force in the
pitch rod direction. Centrifugal load, flapping and drag moment are mainly supported by roving windings.
The skin supports the pitch rod load.

For substantiation, two particular load cases are studied: overtorque and overspeed. For the overtorque,
the centrifugal force is taken corresponding to the maximum RPM power-on and the other loads are taken
as the most severe measured or computed with power-on conditions. Regarding overspeed, all the loads are
the ones (measured or computed) corresponding to autorotation flight. The centrifugal force is considered
at the maximum RPM power-off.
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IV. Results

To correlate the model at different stages of its development, data from three experiments were used.
Simpler models of the flapping mass were then analyzed, they are presented hereafter. For each model the
fatigue limit A6 of the roving is computed. It is compared to a reference value, denoted after A6,ref . This
fatigue limit is derived from experiments (bending and tension) on test specimens.

A. Failure prediction on a half sleeve

Experiments were performed on a half sleeve at the Airbus Helicopters test laboratory. A single winding unit
was loaded with a tension load as presented in table 1. To simulate this experiment with a FEM model, the
rotations and displacements of the ring are fixed via a rigid body element. A second rigid body element is
introduced to link an angular sector of the bush boring. It permits to represent more accurately the contact
with the axis responsible of the loading, which applies only a part of the boring (see figure 11). The fitting
is loaded with tension in the axis of the winding with the magnitudes shown in table 1.

Fx (N)
max min static dynamic

Level 1 81600 1600 41600 40000
Level 2 93800 1800 47800 46000

Table 1 – Loading levels on the single winding unit

Figure 10 – Experimental settings Figure 11 – FEM model

Loading being uni-axial the stress in the winding direction (σxx) is studied, it reaches its maximum close
to the loaded bush (see figure 12). From this value the procedure to compute A6 is described as follows:

• For each load level (max, min) the corresponding maximum stress in this configuration is given by the
FEM model

• σstatic and σdynamic are computed using relations (1) and (2)

• Using Goodman correction (6), σaeq is computed

• The number of cycles being known for each sequence, A6 is derived from Miner rule (9)
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With this model, the A6 value was found to be equal to 0.75A6,ref . So a difference of 25% with value for
test specimens is observed.

Figure 12 – Critical area

As it can be seen on figures 10 and 13, some strain gauges are fixed on the half sleeve. The FEM model
gives results close the experimental ones only 6.3% of difference in average (see table 2).

Strains measured in the experiments (µm/m) Strains in the FEM model (µm/m) Variation (%)
J01 1460.8 1609.4 10
J02 1490.2 1499.6 1
J03 1519.6 1639.4 8

Table 2 – Measured strains in experiments and FEM model

Figure 13 – Positions of gauges J01 J02 and J03

This first model permits to compute a stress concentration factor based on FEM. The ratio between the
stress in the straight and the curved area of the roving has a value of 2. This value can later be used to easily
computed stress in the curved area. For example, for a roving loaded under a tension of 1000 N, theoretically
the stresses are expected to be:

σ = Fx
S

= 46MPa (15)

S being the section of the roving (i.e. 27 ∗ 8). Using the concentration factor 2.0, this analytical method
lead to a value of 92 MPa for the maximum stress in the winding.
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This first study permits to adjust the contact conditions between parts in the sleeve. It also highlights the
interest of developing a FEM model. Using it is faster and less expensive than performing experimental
tests. Moreover a good accuracy is observed in the results obtained.

B. Simplified test on the complete flapping mass

To check the accuracy of the model, results from a simplified experiment were compared to the ones derived
from FEM model. The fatigue tests studied here are performed on a whole flapping mass, the two sleeves
are clamped in the spherical bearing area, the damper is also present. Only one winding is loaded by a
double yoke device. The winding is loaded both in tension and in torsion. The test alternates LCF and HCF
sequences. In the FEM model, the entire spherical bearing is clamped. Tension is applied in the winding’s
axis and the moment is applied around x axis which corresponds to the longitudinal axis. It is applied on a
rigid body element linking an angular sector of the fitting as in the previous model. The loads levels applied
are presented in table 3.

Block A Block B
Fx (N) Mx (Nm) Fx (N) Mx (Nm)

max min max min max min max min
Low cycle fatigue 1 107084 0 -183 0 107084 0 -183 0
Low cycle fatigue 2 112819 0 -179 0 112819 0 -179 0
Low cycle fatigue 3 127550 0 -143 0 127550 0 -143 0
High cycle fatigue 111925 35279 -24 -188 127255 19949 10 222

Table 3 – Loading simplified model

Figure 14 – Experimental settings for simplified
test

Figure 15 – FEM model

Using the same method as before, the fatigue limit A6 is computed. The value found with this model is
0.66A6,ref . Once again the value is lower than the material value, the difference is of 34% here.

Appraisals done on the windings tested have shown that cracks appear in the curved area close to the
fitting at a mean azimuth of 63◦. This is also the position where the stress in the fiber direction reaches its
maximum according to the model developed (see figure 16). This reinforced the confidence one could have
in the model.
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Figure 16 – Critical zone position

C. Complete flapping mass model with substantiation loads

During substantiation, full scale tests were performed on the complete flapping mass. It is subjected to
centrifugal force to which a lead-lag moment, a flapping moment and the pitch rod force are added. All
the loads are applied on the blade pins except the pitch rod load applied on the pitch lever. This loads are
similarly applied in the model developed here. Compare to the previous geometry the blade pins and the
pitch lever are added as it can be seen on figure 17.

Figure 17 – Loads applied on the flapping mass

Table 4 gives the different loading levels. Under a constant centrifugal force in high cycle fatigue, the
other moments and force vary between a maximum and a minimum value. In low cycle fatigue the centrifugal
force will vary between 0 and its maximum as the other loads (see figures 19 and 18). Once again knowing
the loads applied and the number of cycles to failure, the fatigue limit A6 is computed using Miner rule and
Goodman correction. The value derived from this model is 0.65A6,ref . Once again a difference of 35% with
the reference value is observed.
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Fx (N) Mt (Nm) Mb (Nm) Fb (N)
max min max min max min max min

Low cycle fatigue 1 256100 0 3380 -210 968 176 2600 -4940
Low cycle fatigue 2 284700 0 3640 2600 650 176 1170 -3120
Low cycle fatigue 3 348400 0 3640 2600 780 110 1170 -2340
High cycle fatigue 197000 197000 4970 -2570 1810 -930 5560 -7560

Table 4 – Definition of LCF and HCF sequences

Figure 18 – Low cycle fatigue loading (one cycle)

Figure 19 – High cycle fatigue loading (several cy-
cles)

D. Flapping mass under flight loads

Laboratory experiments do not reproduce completely the flight conditions. An interest of the FEM model
developed is the ability to evaluate the possible differences between loading in experiments and during flight.
In real flight the lead-lag moment is partially balanced by the force of the STARFLEX arm on the damper.
This load is not applied in the lab experiments. To evaluate its impact the previous model was slightly
modified with the addition of the force on the damper core. The loads taken into account in this last model
can not be detailed here for security reasons. They are given, by the loads department, at different positions.
More precisely at:

• the blade pins

• the damper

• the center of the spherical bearing

Then compared to the previous model, a force is added at the damper center. Centrifugal force, flapping
moment, lead-lag moment and pitch rod load are kept. The boundary conditions are also changed when
modeling flight phase. The translations of the spherical bearing center are fixed while the rotations of the
blade pins are fixed.

The impact of the force applied on the damper was found to be negligible. Indeed the difference in the
maximum stress in the roving is only 2% with or without damper force. Then one can conclude that the
experiment presented in the previous part was representative from real flight conditions regarding stress es-
timations. The only major difference is the deformed shape. As the force applied on the damper counteracts
the lead-lag moment, the flapping mass is less deformed.

The results obtained from this last model are supposed to permit to compute accurately the stress levels
in all the components of the flapping mass and could in future be used during substantiation. However some
differences were observed between FEM and experimental values and have to be explained.
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E. Synthesis

The results of three different models were presented here with three different sets of boundary conditions
and load cases. The first one permits to prove the accuracy of the model regarding its stiffness as the strains
values from FEM were closed to the experimental ones. In all models, the fatigue limit A6 derived from
FEM is smaller than the reference value derived from experiments on roving test specimens. The difference
is in average 31%. The previous model of the flapping mass developed in 2003 found a similar difference.
The next part presents some possible explanations for this difference.

V. Discussion

The reference value, A6,ref , is derived from experiments on test specimens. The test specimens correspond
to roving pieces of small dimensions (compared to the roving winding). They are produced for testing, they
do not follow the same manufacturing process as complete roving windings. The specimens are then less
likely to show some manufacturing defects. Some specimens were loaded under axial tension and some with
a bending moment. One possible explanation of the differences between A6,ref and A6,FEM may be the
defects due to manufacturing. Another explanation could be the uncertainties on parameters used in the
FEM model. Both hypotheses are discussed hereafter.

A. Virtual testing

Some appraisals were performed on the broken roving windings tested in the simplified test. Some crimped
areas and delaminations were found on the parts as it can be seen on the pictures below. One may suppose
that these differences between parts due to production techniques, could lead to different fatigue strength of
the component. This hypothesis was tested with a model of a simple test specimen subjected to tension or
bending.

1. Crimping

To evaluate the influence of crimping on the fatigue limit, a simple test specimen is modeled. It is subjected
to axial tension on one extremity and clamped at the other one. The crimped areas are introduced through
the creation of new frames of reference assigned to some elements. The direction of fiber will then be tilted
for some elements reproducing the waviness of the fibers as shown in figure 21.

Figure 20 – Crimping in the roving
Figure 21 – Crimped areas modelized in FEM

The crimp can be characterized with several parameters. After several tests it was chosen to characterize
it with its:

• Angle β

• Distance to edge d

• Extension e
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Figure 22 – Characteristic parameters of crimping

To cover the entire design space and regarding the values found in the appraisals, the following values of
the different variables were tested:

Parameter Range Step
β 0 to 30◦ 5◦

e 0 to 27 mm 3 mm
d 0 to 12 mm 3 mm

Table 5 – Design of experiments

Figure 23 – Stress distribution for β=15, d=12
and e=6

Figure 24 – Stress distribution for β=15, d=3 and
e=6

The plots presented figure 25 to 27 show the influence of the parameters. The variation in stress is
computed as follows:

V ariation = σ(β, d, e)
σref

− 1 (16)

where σref corresponds to the stress on a specimen without crimping.

One may note that at extreme values of angle and distance to edge, the axial stress can be increased by
20 to 40% in many configurations. It sounds then reasonable to explain the difference between the value of
A6 predicted by the FEM model and the A6 derived from experiments on test specimens, with the effect of
crimping.

It is also interesting to note that it is especially the position of the crimped area which is critical. When
it is close to the edge, it is the most critical. An explanation could be that the number of longitudinal fibers
between the edge and the crimped areas is smaller. Then there are less fibers to sustain the axial load and
the stress level gets higher when crimping is observed close to the edge.

The angle of misalignment also plays a major role. Indeed when the angle gets more important, the
fibers are poorly oriented and then they can sustain less axial load which leads to a higher stress level. Even
if smaller, the impact of the extension of the crimped area can observed. It can be easily understood by
noticing that larger extension means higher number of wavy fibers. Those fibers supporting less loads than
the longitudinal ones, the stress level gets higher.
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Inter-laminar shear stress could be introduced due to crimping as illustrated in figure 28. As for axial
stress the impacts of the previous parameters were studied. The results are presented figures 29 and 30. For
shear stress, the angle is the characteristic inducing the largest variations. However the increase is lower
than the one of the axial stress.

Figure 28 – Introduction of in-
terlaminar shear stress because
of crimping
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2. Delaminations

On top of crimping, delaminations in the roving may have an effect on the fatigue strength. Previous bending
tests were performed on roving specimens without defects. It was decided to reproduce these tests with a
FEM model and to introduce in the roving some delaminations to quantify their effect. It was chosen to
characterize the delaminations with their:

• Position to edge

• Number

• Length along the specimen (x axis in the figure 32)

The other dimensions (width, height) were taken as the highest (then most critical) ones observed during
the appraisals (5mm*0.20mm).
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Figure 31 – Delamination observed on the roving
Figure 32 – Modelling of delaminations

The model shows that the influence of delaminations is not as important as the one due to crimping.
Indeed when varying the distance of the delamination to the edge, the stress σ11 is increased by 11% max-
imum. Similarly the number of delaminations is not as critical as fiber misalignment. Delaminations due
to manufacturing process appear between roving plies. Even 7 delaminations (5 mm*20 mm), which is a
very severe case, lead to an increase of 11% of the maximum stress σ11. Finally the length in x direction
of the delamination does not have strong impact, in the previous tests its length was of 11 mm, this length
increased to 38 mm did not have significant impact of the stress σ11 only increased by 8%.

Modification Variation σ11

3 delaminations +5%
7 delaminations +11%

Ldelamination = 11 mm +5%
Ldelamination = 38 mm +8%

Table 6 – Variation induced by delaminations compared to a reference value without any delamination

Another defect due to the manufacturing process was studied. In some parts of the roving, concentrated
zones of matrix can be found. The same tests as for delamination were performed with matrix concentrated
zone instead of a gap representing the delamination. It shows the same trend as delaminations with smaller
impact on the stress σ11 increased in the most critical case by 9%.

B. Model parameters sensitivity

An important aspect for reliability of the model is to study its sensitivity to parameters. After some tests
two particular parameters seemed to have a non-negligible impact on the results: the friction coefficient in
some contacts and elastomeric part property.

1. Friction coefficient

Tribological properties of composite materials are still uncovered and under investigations. When defining
the contact between the roving and the bushes, the value friction coefficient is required. In Airbus, exper-
imental tests were performed to determine the friction coefficient between composite and metallic parts.
These tests led to a reference value of µ=0.2 usually taken in models.

The first computations were performed using the value 0.2. Irregularities in the stress field were observed
at composite/metal interfaces (see figure 33). The friction coefficient was then decreased to study its effect.
A decrease of the friction coefficient induces a reduction of the load transfer between the two parts. It
could be expected that the irregularities observed may be due to these transfers. Tests show that when the
friction coefficient is decreased the gradient in the stress field is more regular as it can be observed in figure 34.
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Regarding the stress magnitude, it is important to mention that the difference, between the friction
coefficients equal to 0.2 and 0.05, is only of 12%. Then decreasing the friction coefficient does not lead to
major differences but it makes the exploitation of results in the critical zone easier as the variations are
smoother.

Figure 33 – Stress field with µ=0.2 Figure 34 – Stress field under the same loading
with µ=0.05

2. Material change

An interest of the model developed here could be to evaluate quickly the benefits in terms of fatigue strength
that could be obtained with some changes in the design. More precisely, a change in the roving material was
studied here. A new material with a Young’s modulus in the fiber direction higher (2.7 times) than the one
of the glass fiber currently used was tested in the model. The fatigue limit A6,new obtained with this new
material is 1.32A6,ref . The change of material seems interesting in the objective of increasing the fatigue
limit. It was also check that the stress concentration factor stays reasonable. Indeed a too important Kt

would have a negative effect even if the fiber strength was increased, as it would lead to a higher maximum
stress in the curved part of the roving. Some prototype roving windings made of this new material were also
tested experimentally (with the setting presented in figure 10). The difference between the FEM and the
experimental values is 0.02%. The accuracy is better for this material, it can be explained by the fact that
the experimental values taken here were derived from test on windings and not on specimens. This confirms
that the accuracy of the model is conserved even when material is changed.

VI. Conclusion

An accurate model of the STARFLEX rotor flapping mass was developed. Data from three different
experiments confirmed the reliability of the model. As it sustains most the loads applied of the flapping
mass, the roving fatigue behavior was the center of this study. It was shown that the fatigue limit of a roving
winding was lower than the one of a test specimen. Both of them do not follow the same manufacturing
process. A possible explanation of this difference was then production defects. Once again two FEM models
permitted to evaluate the impact of these defects. Crimping and delaminations in the roving can explain the
difference between experimental and numerical values obtained for the fatigue limit of the roving. Regarding
the complete model of the flapping mass, its independence regarding some parameters was checked. It was
shown that it could be used in the future to measure quickly the effect of material or geometry changes.
The results were mostly exploited to evaluate the fatigue limit of the roving part. Future work could be
to use this model for other interests. Indeed the model can be easily edited and modified in Hypermesh to
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investigate special flight conditions for example.
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